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la nuova serie di materiali a colori sui programmi di geografia delle singole classi della scuola primaria vai alla presentazione completa della serie

geografia facile dopo il successo dei 3 libri storia facile per la terza quarta e quinta un nuovo progetto che potenzia l offerta erickson per le adozioni di

classe della scuola primaria in una nuova veste con grafica e illustrazioni a colori il volume per la classe quarta propone testi semplificati e adattati per

tre livelli di complessità sugli argomenti chiave di ogni classe per facilitare la comprensione e la memorizzazione da parte di alunni con disabilità disturbi

o difficoltà di apprendimento ogni brano è inoltre corredato di evidenziazioni e glossari e proposto con una serie di accorgimenti grafici che agevolano la

lettura font di adeguate dimensioni ampie spaziature per incentivare la motivazione allo studio tutte le attività sono inserite in una cornice ludica

completano il volume una serie di facilitazioni per l apprendimento come schemi anticipatori e mappe degli argomenti e verifiche su vari livelli schemi

riassuntivi e approfondimenti tematici contenuti aggiuntivi disponibili online per ogni unità sono scaricabili dal web schede operative attraverso il codice

di attivazione contenuto in ogni volume utilizzabili per attività aggiuntive su carta o su computer con domande esercizi e spunti per la riflessione vai al

sito dedicato per visualizzare le risorse aggiuntive i criteri di adattamento dei testi e gli obiettivi ministeriali per le classi terza quarta e quinta della scuola

primaria mussolini s national project in argentina offers a new look at the theoretical questions surrounding the promotion of a national project within

another nation state using the italian project in argentina as its case study it highlights the active role emigrants can play in the national discourse when

provided with a free public space abroad informed by both its old world roots and new world realities the italian community articulated their own

definition of the nation which transcended the political debates of its day span mussolini s children uses the lens of state mandated youth culture to

analyze the evolution of official racism in fascist italy between 1922 and 1940 educational institutions designed to mold the minds and bodies of italy s

children between the ages of five and eleven undertook a mission to rejuvenate the italian race and create a second roman empire this project

depended on the twin beliefs that the italian population did indeed constitute a distinct race and that certain aspects of its moral and physical makeup

could be influenced during childhood eden k mclean assembles evidence from state policies elementary textbooks pedagogical journals and other
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educational materials to illustrate the contours of a fascist racial ideology as it evolved over eighteen years her work explains how the most infamous

period of fascist racism which began in the summer of 1938 with the publication of the manifesto of race played a critical part in a more general and

long term fascist racial program the fascist regime under mussolini regarded its youth as its best hope for the future young people were courted more

assiduously than any other group in the society and their political socialization became a central concern of the government believe obey fight discusses

the various tools used by the fascist regime from 1922 to 1943 to shape the political values and environment of the young tracy koon focuses on the

secondary agents of socialization including the party the educational establishment youth groups and the media of political communication she shows

that the response to this socialization ranged from apparent consent to dissent and finally to open opposition the regime employed several methods to

produce consensus among the young koon s analysis begins with a discussion of the rhetorical style of mussolini s message and the key political myths

manipulated by his propaganda machine fascism as continuing revolution and social justice the glories of ancient rome the hygienic function of war and

violence the religious spirit of the new creed and the omniscience of the leader she then describes the pre fascist educational system the most fascist

gentile reforms of 1923 and the later revision of those reforms by zealous party men engaged in the fascist regimentation of teachers and students and

the militarization and politicization of curricula and textbooks equally important agents of socialization were the fascist groups organized for young people

from their earliest years through the university level including the annual national competitions and forums in which members could express their ideas

on a range of issues the regime provided physical military sports and political training to strengthen the new fascist society fascist socialization did for a

time create a superficial consensus by appealing to both the love of conformity that marks the very young and the economic fears that caused students

to conform in the hope of jobs but koon argues that the regime s attempt to exert totalitarian control over the young deprived them of personal identity

as time passed the contradictions of the regime became clearer the chasm between fascist rhetoric and reality more obvious in the end the majority of

young people came to believe that the regime had given them nothing to believe in no one to obey and nothing for which to fight originally published in

1985 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished

backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats

bringing readers both historical and cultural value italy s first african war 1880 1896 pitted a young and ambitious european nation against the ancient
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empire of ethiopia the least of europe s great powers rashly assailed africa s most formidable military power the outcome was humiliating defeat for italy

and the survival uniquely for any african nation in the years of the european scramble for that continent of ethiopian independence notwithstanding italy

s disastrous first experience in the colonial fray this book argues that the impact of the war went well beyond the battlefields of the ethiopian highlands

and reached into the minds of the italian people at home through a detailed and exhaustive study of italian popular culture this book asks how far the

first african war impacted on the italian nation building project and how far italians were themselves changed by undergoing the experience of war and

defeat in east africa finaldi argues for the first time in historiography on the subject that there was substantial support for and awareness of italy s

military campaign and that empire as has come to be regarded as fundamental in the histories of other european countries needs to be brought firmly

into the mainstream of italian national history this book is an essential contribution to debates on the relationship between european national identity and

culture and imperialism in the late 19th century unveränderter nachdruck der originalausgabe von 1872 der verlag anatiposi gibt historische bücher als

nachdruck heraus aufgrund ihres alters können diese bücher fehlende seiten oder mindere qualität aufweisen unser ziel ist es diese bücher zu erhalten

und der Öffentlichkeit zugänglich zu machen damit sie nicht verloren gehen 1615 42
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geografia facile dopo il successo dei 3 libri storia facile per la terza quarta e quinta un nuovo progetto che potenzia l offerta erickson per le adozioni di

classe della scuola primaria in una nuova veste con grafica e illustrazioni a colori il volume per la classe quarta propone testi semplificati e adattati per

tre livelli di complessità sugli argomenti chiave di ogni classe per facilitare la comprensione e la memorizzazione da parte di alunni con disabilità disturbi

o difficoltà di apprendimento ogni brano è inoltre corredato di evidenziazioni e glossari e proposto con una serie di accorgimenti grafici che agevolano la

lettura font di adeguate dimensioni ampie spaziature per incentivare la motivazione allo studio tutte le attività sono inserite in una cornice ludica

completano il volume una serie di facilitazioni per l apprendimento come schemi anticipatori e mappe degli argomenti e verifiche su vari livelli schemi

riassuntivi e approfondimenti tematici contenuti aggiuntivi disponibili online per ogni unità sono scaricabili dal web schede operative attraverso il codice

di attivazione contenuto in ogni volume utilizzabili per attività aggiuntive su carta o su computer con domande esercizi e spunti per la riflessione vai al
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mussolini s national project in argentina offers a new look at the theoretical questions surrounding the promotion of a national project within another

nation state using the italian project in argentina as its case study it highlights the active role emigrants can play in the national discourse when provided



with a free public space abroad informed by both its old world roots and new world realities the italian community articulated their own definition of the

nation which transcended the political debates of its day span
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mussolini s children uses the lens of state mandated youth culture to analyze the evolution of official racism in fascist italy between 1922 and 1940

educational institutions designed to mold the minds and bodies of italy s children between the ages of five and eleven undertook a mission to rejuvenate

the italian race and create a second roman empire this project depended on the twin beliefs that the italian population did indeed constitute a distinct

race and that certain aspects of its moral and physical makeup could be influenced during childhood eden k mclean assembles evidence from state

policies elementary textbooks pedagogical journals and other educational materials to illustrate the contours of a fascist racial ideology as it evolved over

eighteen years her work explains how the most infamous period of fascist racism which began in the summer of 1938 with the publication of the

manifesto of race played a critical part in a more general and long term fascist racial program
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the fascist regime under mussolini regarded its youth as its best hope for the future young people were courted more assiduously than any other group

in the society and their political socialization became a central concern of the government believe obey fight discusses the various tools used by the

fascist regime from 1922 to 1943 to shape the political values and environment of the young tracy koon focuses on the secondary agents of socialization

including the party the educational establishment youth groups and the media of political communication she shows that the response to this



socialization ranged from apparent consent to dissent and finally to open opposition the regime employed several methods to produce consensus among

the young koon s analysis begins with a discussion of the rhetorical style of mussolini s message and the key political myths manipulated by his

propaganda machine fascism as continuing revolution and social justice the glories of ancient rome the hygienic function of war and violence the

religious spirit of the new creed and the omniscience of the leader she then describes the pre fascist educational system the most fascist gentile reforms

of 1923 and the later revision of those reforms by zealous party men engaged in the fascist regimentation of teachers and students and the militarization

and politicization of curricula and textbooks equally important agents of socialization were the fascist groups organized for young people from their

earliest years through the university level including the annual national competitions and forums in which members could express their ideas on a range

of issues the regime provided physical military sports and political training to strengthen the new fascist society fascist socialization did for a time create

a superficial consensus by appealing to both the love of conformity that marks the very young and the economic fears that caused students to conform

in the hope of jobs but koon argues that the regime s attempt to exert totalitarian control over the young deprived them of personal identity as time

passed the contradictions of the regime became clearer the chasm between fascist rhetoric and reality more obvious in the end the majority of young

people came to believe that the regime had given them nothing to believe in no one to obey and nothing for which to fight originally published in 1985 a

unc press enduring edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist

that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing

readers both historical and cultural value
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italy s first african war 1880 1896 pitted a young and ambitious european nation against the ancient empire of ethiopia the least of europe s great

powers rashly assailed africa s most formidable military power the outcome was humiliating defeat for italy and the survival uniquely for any african



nation in the years of the european scramble for that continent of ethiopian independence notwithstanding italy s disastrous first experience in the

colonial fray this book argues that the impact of the war went well beyond the battlefields of the ethiopian highlands and reached into the minds of the

italian people at home through a detailed and exhaustive study of italian popular culture this book asks how far the first african war impacted on the

italian nation building project and how far italians were themselves changed by undergoing the experience of war and defeat in east africa finaldi argues

for the first time in historiography on the subject that there was substantial support for and awareness of italy s military campaign and that empire as has

come to be regarded as fundamental in the histories of other european countries needs to be brought firmly into the mainstream of italian national

history this book is an essential contribution to debates on the relationship between european national identity and culture and imperialism in the late

19th century
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